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Wild Zombie Online released for iOS - Animals Hunting Game of Zombie Dog
Published on 06/07/17
1Games announces Wild Zombie Online 1.1, its fun-to-play animal action/adventure game
developed for iOS and Android devices. In Wild Zombie Online, you grow to become the best
animal hunter by chasing and hunting animals living in the wild. With gigantic monsters,
you must subdue and hunt wild animals who resist and come at you. You must bravely
confront the attacks by strong and rough carnivores and give the fear of death to
herbivores who stand up against them.
Seoul, Korea - 1Games is proud to announce the release of Wild Zombie Online 1.1, its
fun-to-play animal action/adventure game developed for iOS and Android devices. Go hunt!
If you don't hunt first, you will be hunted. In Wild Zombie Online, you must become a
powerful and violent wild animal hunter who can beat back attacks of numerous hostile
animals and to make all wild animals tremble in fear. With gigantic monsters, you must
subdue and hunt wild animals who resist and come at you. You must bravely confront the
attacks by strong and rough carnivores and give the fear of death to herbivores who stand
up against you in a large herd.
At times, you would need to hunting together with other monster or zombie animals and
participate in a major battle to hunt other wild animals. You must survive the competition
with other wild animals, from carnivores such as lions, bears, and tigers to herbivores
such as deer, elephants and horses. Will you be able to survive from the fight against
numerous aggressive animals? Wild Zombie Online is a fresh multiplayer game for iOS
platform, and a fun game to play.
The biggest feature of this game is that the character you can choose becomes different
depending on the Operating System (OS) of your smartphone. In other words, users can enjoy
playing the same and yet completely different games at the same time because Android and
iOS users can choose different characters from each other. You can choose to play 1
character from 20 different kinds of wild animals in Wild Animals Online released through
Google Play Store. On the other hand, in Wild Zombie Online that is downloadable through
App Store, you can only choose a wild zombie animal who chases after and hunts the players
who have chosen an animal on Wild Animals Online.
Through this, users can also enjoy fighting among wild animals or a wild animal vs.
monster zombie in the game as well as a confrontation between an iPhone and Android users
in reality. The players of both games play one same game while playing different games
from each other at the same time, due to the limitation on character choice. Features of
Wild Zombie Online include:
Differentiated, Rich Maps:
The maps are divided into Sahara, a bleak desert; Siberia, covered by snow and ice; and a
savanna, a vast tropical grassland. They also consist of regular maps that have different
natural environments as well as special maps such as Monster Field where to block wild
animals attacks with giant zombie monster and Dragon Lava where dragons with the
properties of fire, ice, and lightening. In addition, you will also have maps with various
characteristics and uniqueness such as an event map where you can enter only at a certain
time, PVP Zone where you can have a 1:1 battle.
Diversified Hunting Means:
You can experience hunting and attacking in oriented battles like the ability to transform
into a powerful zombie monster and summoning the same kind, power attack.
Various Missions and Master Menus:
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You can add more fun to the game through the Trophy Menu where you can make
achievements
and earn honor points by performing specific missions such as travelling, hunting, and
acquiring as well as the Master Menu that enables you to give much more damage when
hunting a certain animal.
Device Requirements:
* Rated 12+
* iPhone, iPad, and iPod touch
* Optimized for iPhone 5, iPhone 6/6 Plus
* Requires iOS 6.0 or later
* 722 MB
Pricing and Availability:
Wild Zombie Online 1.1 is Free (with in-app purchases) and available worldwide through the
App Store in the Games category. There is also an Android version available on Google
Play. For more information, please contact Erika G. Spivey.
Wild Zombie Online 1.1:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id1226351849
Download from Google Play:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.hanaGames.WildAnimalsOnline
YouTube Video (Trailer):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94WxU9_WZtU
Screenshot:
http://imgur.com/a/pNlMK
App Icon:
http://imgur.com/a/FcuYy

Mobile game company, 1Games is a specialized mobile game developer and has been
provided
more than 300 mobile games. It aims to target the global mobile game markets by providing
with differentiated games and has developed various genres of games such as adventure,
action, and racing. The company shares a love of games with thousands of players by
supporting and then publishing fresh and original game productions from young smaller
studios. Including Life of Wolf Series and Wolf Online Game Series which recorded 5
millions downloads, Cat Friends, Puppy Land Online, Life of Black Tiger, Bus Turbo Racing,
Theme Park Rider, Wolf Online, Murder Online, Dinos Online, It has developed and released
about 300 various mobile games. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2017 / 1Games. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of
Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks
may be the property of their respective owners.
###
Erika G. Spivey
Media Contact
help@playonegames.com
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